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Corrections to energy levels in light muonic atoms are investigated in order α2(Zα)4m. We
pay attention to corrections which are specific for muonic atoms and include the electron vacuum
polarization loop. In particular, we calculate relativistic and relativistic-recoil two-loop electron
vacuum polarization contributions. The results are obtained for the levels with n = 1, 2 and in
particular for the Lamb shift (2p1/2 − 2s1/2) and fine-structure intervals (2p3/2 − 2p1/2) in muonic
hydrogen, deuterium, and muonic helium ions.
PACS numbers: 12.20.-m, 31.30.J-, 36.10.Gv, 32.10.Fn
I. INTRODUCTION
Precision studies of light muonic atoms allow a deter-
mination of nuclear structure with an accuracy not ac-
cessible otherwise. A recent result of the CREMA collab-
oration on two lines for the Lamb shift muonic hydrogen
[1], their current evaluation of the Lamb shift in muonic
deuterium and their project on muonic helium Lamb shift
necessitate a clarification of the related theory.
The problem becomes of special importance due to a
discrepancy of the value of the proton radius [1] derived
from the results on hydrogen and deuterium spectroscopy
(see, e.g., [2]) and from electron-proton scattering (see,
e.g., [3]). The situation is reviewed, e.g., in [4, 5].
A comprehensive compilation of the present theoretical
situation on muonic-hydrogen Lamb shift can be found
in recent overviews [1, 6–9] (see, also, [10–13]).
A theoretical expression for the Lamb shift in muonic
hydrogen comprises a number of terms of a few clearly
distinguishable types. Indeed, there are pure QED cor-
rections and corrections which involve proton structure.
The QED corrections may be of the same type as in or-
dinary hydrogen and those need only a rescaling with
a substitution of the electron mass for the muon one.
(Since the muon-proton mass ratio is about 1/9, while
the electron-proton mass ratio is about 1/2000, one has
to remember, indeed, higher importance of the recoil cor-
rections in muonic hydrogen, as well as various reduced-
mass effects.) A review on the Lamb shift in ordinary
hydrogen can be found in [4, 13, 14]
In addition to those rescaled terms, there is a num-
ber of specific muonic-hydrogen contributions, which are
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summarized in Table I. They come from Feynman dia-
grams with closed electron loops.
Term ∆E(2p1/2 − 2s1/2) [meV]
µH µD µ3He µ4He
eVP1 205.026 12 227.656 45 1642.3954 1666.2940
eVP2 1.658 85 1.838 04 13.0843 13.2769
eVP3 0.007 52 0.008 42(7) 0.073(3)∗ 0.074(3)
LbL −0.000 89(2) −0.000 96(2) −0.0134(6)∗ −0.0136(6)
TABLE I: Specific contributions to the Lamb shift
∆E(2p1/2 − 2s1/2) in light muonic atoms up to the order
α5m: hydrogen, deuterium, helium-3 and helium-4 ions. The
results concern one-loop, two-loop, and three-loop eVP con-
tributions and well as the contribution of the light-by-light
scattering block (Fig. 1). The results marked with asterisk
are obtained in this paper.
The results obtained up to date for muonic hydrogen
include contributions of the one-loop, two-loop [10] and
three-loop [15–18] electronic vacuum polarization (eVP)
as well as various contributions of the electronic block of
the light-by-light scattering (LbL) [19, 20]. Except for
the one-loop eVP contributions, the results are available
only for the leading terms. For the one-loop contribution
additionally to the leading non-relativistic term [21, 22],
also a relativistic non-recoil [10, 12, 23, 24] and recoil
[25, 26] terms are known. The results are summarized in
Table I. The n-loop results are complete in a sense that
they include all possible contributions of the related or-
der with n′-eVP potentials (n′ ≤ n) and their iterations.
E.g., the eVP2 result in Table I consists of a contribution
of the Ka¨llen-Sabry potential and of a double-iteration
term with the Uehling potential.
2Most of the results mentioned are calculated in the
leading non-relativistic approximation and thus do not
contribute to the fine structure. The only correction
among them, relevant for the fine structure, is the one-
loop relativistic contribution [10, 12, 23, 24].
The two-loop eVP corrections, as mentioned, are
known only in the leading order, which is α2(Zα)2m,
where Z is the nuclear charge and m is the muon mass,
and here we consider relativistic corrections to them.
They are of the order of α2(Zα)4m. In muonic atoms a
ratio of the muon and nuclear mass is small, but not very
small and in particular in muonic hydrogen m/M ∼ 0.1.
That means that any more or less accurate calculation
should also involve recoil corrections. Here we consider
them exactly in m/M , which is the ratio of the muon and
nuclear masses.
While the main purpose of this paper is to calculate
two-loop relativistic and relativistic recoil eVP contribu-
tions, we also analyze all other sources of corrections of
order of α2(Zα)4m and α2(Zα)4m2/M .
In principle, some of the α2(Zα)4m contributions
can appear from the higher-order LbL contributions.
The leading LbL term, presented in Table I, includes
the Wichmann-Kroll contribution (Fig. 1a) in order
α(Zα)3m [13, 19, 20, 27–31], the virtual-Delbru¨ck-
scattering contribution (Fig. 1b) [12, 19, 20, 28, 29, 32, 33]
and the third contribution, which does not have a specific
‘common’ name (Fig. 1c).
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FIG. 1: Leading-order diagrams, which include the electronic
light-by-light scattering block. The horizontal double line is
for the reduced Green function of a muon at the Coulomb
field
Higher-order corrections due to the addition of a radia-
tive correction to the electron loop or the eVP to either
line will add an extra factor of α. However, the LbL term
is so uncertain that such a correction should be below un-
certainty. Besides, it is rather substantially smaller than
the two-loop eVP α2(Zα)4m contribution studied in this
paper.
II. TWO-LOOP EVP RELATIVISTIC RECOIL
CONTRIBUTION
A calculation of eVP non-relativistic contributions to
the energy levels of a two-body muonic atom can be
performed in terms of the non-relativistic perturbation
theory (NRPT). The only potentials in such a calcula-
tion are the Coulomb and eVP potentials. While the
Coulomb problem is considered non-perturbatively, all
the eVP potentials (see Fig. 2) are considered as a per-
turbation. Non-relativistic two-loop [10] and three-loop
[15–18] eVP terms were found some time ago within such
an NRPT framework.
  
FIG. 2: The eVP potentials are required for a non-relativistic
calculation of the eVP two-loop contribution. They include
the Uehling potential and a reducible and irreducible part of
the Ka¨llen-Sabry potential [34].
In case of the relativistic problem one can apply a
Breit-type approach and also use an NRPT-type calcu-
lation, where in addition to the eVP potentials one has
to take into account various perturbations of the non-
relativistic Hamiltonian that describe the relativistic cor-
rections. That is applicable for the leading (in (Zα)) rel-
ativistic term, but not for higher-order corrections. Such
a leading (in (Zα)) term can be found exactly in m/M .
In particular, such a Breit-type approach to the one-
loop eVP was developed in [10, 25, 26, 35].
Indeed, for the one-loop eVP correction one can di-
rectly calculate the matrix element over the Dirac-
Coulomb wave functions, however, such a purely rela-
tivistic calculation is difficult to generalize to recoil effects
and in particular to the α(Zα)4m3/M2 term as well as
the relativistic two-loop terms.
Here we apply the NRPT based on the Breit-type
Hamiltonian to the evaluation of two-loop relativistic cor-
rections and obtain below the α2(Zα)4m term in all or-
ders in m/M .
To arrive at an NRPT consideration one has first to
consider two particles which exchange with photons. The
NRPT approach eventually assumes only instantaneous
one-photon exchange. Once a Hamiltonian with instan-
taneous one-photon exchange is obtained, one can rely
on the perturbation theory
∆E = 〈Ψnl|δV |Ψnl〉+ 〈Ψnl|δV G′nl δV |Ψnl〉
+ 〈Ψnl|δV G′nl δV G′nl δV |Ψnl〉
− 〈Ψnl|δV |Ψnl〉 × 〈Ψnl|δV G′nlG′nl δV |Ψnl〉 , (1)
where Ψnl is the non-relativistic Coulomb wave function
of the nl-state in hydrogenic atom (see, e.g., [36]), n is
the principal quantum number, l is the orbital quantum
number. Here, G′nl stands for the nonrelativistic reduced
Coulomb Green function.
The expression is valid for any central potential. In
case of the spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions the iden-
tity needs some corrections. The interaction of the muon
3spin and orbit with the nuclear spin is neglected, since
it vanishes after we average over the hyperfine structure.
When necessary, the hyperfine effects can be studied sep-
arately.
As for the spin-orbit interaction, we have to apply the
wave functions the radial part of which is the same as
that of Ψnl, while the angular and spin part is chosen to
realize the physical basis with eigen states of the muon
angular momentum and its projections. Indeed, the ma-
trix elements for the energy do not depend on the pro-
jection.
Strictly speaking, the contributions to the perturba-
tion of the non-relativistic Hamiltonian, denoted as δV ,
are not necessary potentials, since they may include mo-
mentum (see below) and thus be non-local. That does
not change the equations and for simplicity we still use
for then a term ‘effective potentials’.
For the one-loop eVP contribution the derivation of
the NRPT equations was done in detail in [26]. A proper
choice of the gauge of the photon propagator Dµν al-
lows to avoid retardation effects in the D00 component
of the one-photon exchange and neglect those effects in
the Dij component, since the retardation effects pro-
duce there only corrections in the higher order in (Zα).
Meanwhile the two-photon exchange contributions lead
to (Zα)5m2/M terms only. Thus, the application of the
NRPT approach to calculate α(Zα)4m exactly in m/M
is validated.
The evaluation is based on the eVP correction to the
photon propagator, which is proportional to the disper-
sion integral (see [26] for details)
DVPµν (k) ∝
1∫
0
dvρe(v)
1
k2 − λ2 , (2)
where the dispersion parameter serves as an effective pho-
ton mass
λ2 =
4m2e
1− v2 (3)
and the dispersion function ρe depends on the contribu-
tion we are to study. In particular, for the one-loop eVP
calculation the dispersion density is
ρ1(v) =
(α
pi
) v2(1− v2/3)
1− v2 . (4)
The effective potentials at order α0 are determined
for a Coulomb-bound two-body system by the standard
Breit equation [37, 38]
VBr(r) = −
(
1
m3
+
1
M3
)
p4
8
+
Zα
8
(
1
m2
+
1
M2
)
4piδ3(r)
+ Zα
(
1
4m2
+
1
2mM
)
L · σ
r3
+
Zα
2mM
4piδ3(r)
+
Zα
2mM
[
1
r3
L2 − p2 1
r
− 1
r
p2
]
(5)
and considered as a perturbation of the unperturbed
problem of the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with
the Coulomb potential
VC(r) = −Zα
r
. (6)
Here M stands for the nuclear mass, m is for the muon
massmµ, s = σ/2 and L are spin and orbital moments of
muon, p is the momentum operator and the relativistic
units in which c = h¯ = 1 are applied. Here Z is the
nuclear change and M is the nuclear mass and the final
expression is valid for the nuclear spin 1/2, assuming that
we average over the nuclear spin (i.e. over the hyperfine
structure).
Those in order α1 are [35]
V VPBr (r) =
(
1
8m2
+
1
8M2
)
∇2VU
+
(
1
4m2
+
1
2mM
)
V ′U
r
L · σ
+
1
2mM
∇2
[
VU − 1
4
(rVU )
′
]
+
1
2mM
[
V ′U
r
L2 +
p2
2
(VU − rV ′U )
+(VU − rV ′U )
p2
2
]
, (7)
where VU is the Uehling potential
VU (r) = −Zα
∫ 1
0
dv ρ1(v)
e−λr
r
. (8)
Graphically, the related effective potential is presented
in Fig. 3 and the diagrams for the calculation of the rel-
ativistic recoil corrections in order α(Zα)4m (exactly in
m/M) are depicted in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 3: Effective potentials for the NRPT calculation of the
relativistic recoil one-loop eVP contribution.
The relativistic recoil eVP correction of order
α(Zα)4m originates from terms of the first and second
order of NRPT (1) with the effective potential defined in
Eqs. (5) and (7). To generalize the result and calculate
relativistic recoil two-loop eVP corrections, we have to
calculate terms of the second (see Fig. 5 c1) and third
(see Fig. 5 c2 and c3) order with the same potentials and
the first and the second order with the effective two-loop
potential (see Fig. 5 a and b). The latter can be easily
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FIG. 4: Diagrams for the relativistic recoil one-loop eVP cor-
rection.
obtained from the related one-loop potentials (7) by a
substitution of the two-loop eVP dispersion density for
the one-loop one.
The two-loop eVP dispersion function for the reducible
part is [34, 39]
ρ1·1(v) = −1
9
(α
pi
)2 v2(1− v2/3)
1− v2
×
{
16− 6v2 + 3v(3− v2) ln
(
1− v
1 + v
)}
, (9)
and for the irreducible one it takes the form [34, 40, 41]
ρ2(v) =
2
3
(α
pi
)2 v
1− v2 ×
{
(3− v2)(1 + v2)[
Li2
(
−1− v
1 + v
)
+ 2Li2
(
1− v
1 + v
)
+ ln
(
1 + v
1− v
)(
3
2
ln
(
1 + v
2
)
− ln (v)
)]
+
(
11
16
(3− v2)(1 + v2) + 1
4
v4
)
ln
(
1 + v
1− v
)
+
3
2
v(3− v2) ln
(
1− v2
4
)
− 2v(3− v2) ln(v)
+
3
8
v(5− 3v2)
}
, (10)
where Li2 is the Euler dilogarithm [42].
The evaluation of the contributions in Figs. 5a and b of
the reducible and irreducible parts of the two-loop eVP
is similar to the related one-loop eVP contributions in
Fig. 4 and immediately leads to a result. The non-recoil
results of order α2(Zα)4mrc
2 for muonic hydrogen are
summarized in Table II, while the recoil corrections are
presented in Table III.
The evaluation of contributions related to Fig. 5c,
which presents terms of the third order of NRPT (1),
is somewhat more complicated. The related calculation
involves integrations with the radial parts of the reduced
Green function of the non-relativistic Coulomb problem.
We use two representations of the reduced Coulomb
Green function G′nl which allow us to provide a cross-
check of our calculations. The most fruitful is a repre-
sentation for the Coulomb Green function developed in
[43]. The expressions we applied for the radial part of
 
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FIG. 5: Diagrams of the non-relativistic perturbation theory
for the calculation of the relativistic recoil two-loop eVP con-
tributions
Diagram ∆E(nlj)
1s1/2 2s1/2 2p1/2 2p3/2
(a1)+2 (a2) −0.187 −0.0307 −0.000 957 0.000 205
(b1)+2 (b2) −0.586 −0.103 −0.0311 −0.003 75
2 (c1) 1.16 0.129 −0.000 995 0.000 201
2 (c2)+(c3) −1.46 −0.166 −0.000 758 −0.000 351
Total −1.07 −0.171 −0.0338 −0.00370
TABLE II: Relativistic eVP corrections for the low-lying lev-
els in muonic hydrogen in the external field approximation
(m/M → 0). The result is for the Schro¨dinger problem with
the reduced mass. The contributions are labeled as in Fig. 5.
The units are (α/pi)2 (Zα)4mrc
2
the reduced Coulomb Green functions are [44, 45] (see
also [10])
G˜1s(r, r
′) = 4Zαm2r exp
(
z> + z<
2
){
1
z>
+
1
z<
+
7
2
− z> + z<
2
+ Ei(z<)− 2C
− ln(z>z<)− e
z<
z<
}
, (11)
5Diagram ∆E(nlj)
1s1/2 2s1/2 2p1/2 2p3/2
(a1)+2 (a2) 0.454 0.0648 0.000 198 0.000 0805
(b1)+2 (b2) 0.125 0.0518 0.004 43 0.001 67
2 (c1) −3.12 −0.349 −0.000 413 −0.000 534
2 (c2)+(c3) 3.60 0.409 0.000 796 0.000 755
Total 1.05 0.176 0.005 01 0.001 97
TABLE III: Relativistic recoil eVP corrections for the low-
lying levels in muonic hydrogen in order α2(Zα)4mrc
2. The
contributions are labeled as in Fig. 5. The units are
(α/pi)2 (Zα)4mrc
2(mr/M)
G˜2s(r, r
′) = Zαm2r
exp
( z>+z<
2
)
4z>z<
{
8z< − 4z2< + 8z>
+ 12z>z< − 26z>z2< + 2z>z3< − 4z2>
− 26z2>z< + 23z2>z2< − z2>z3< + 2z3>z<
− z3>z2< + 4(z> − 2)z>(1− z<)ez<
+ 4(z> − 2)z>(z< − 2)z<
× [−2C + Ei(z<)− ln(z>z<)]} , (12)
G˜2p(r, r
′) = Zαm2r
exp
( z>+z<
2
)
36(z>z<)2
{
(24z3< + 36z>z
3
<
+ 36z2>z
3
< + 24z
3
> + 36z
3
>z< + 36z
3
>z
2
<
+ 49z3>z
3
< − 3z3>z4< − 3z4>z3<
− 12z3>(2 + z< + z2<)ez< + 12z3>z3<
× [−2C + Ei(z<)− ln(z>z<)]} , (13)
where
z> =
2Zαmr
n
max(r, r′) ,
z< =
2Zαmr
n
min(r, r′) ,
C = 0.577 216 . . . is the Euler constant, and
Ei(x) =
x∫
−∞
et
t
dt
is the exponential integral.
This representation is especially useful in case of con-
tact potentials, proportional to the δ-function, which sets
the smaller radius to zero (for a general expression for
G˜nl(r, 0) for an arbitrary state see [46]).
The other representation of the reduced Coulomb
Green function we used is the Sturmian one [47]. The
radial part of the reduced Coulomb Green function is of
the form [47]
G˜nl(r, r
′) =
n2
(Zα)2mr
{
∞∑
k=l+1
k 6=n
k
k − nRkl(n; r)Rkl(n; r
′)
+
3
2
Rnl(n; r)Rnl(n; r
′)
+ rR′nl(n; r)Rnl(n; r
′)
+ r′R′nl(n; r
′)Rnl(n; r)
}
, (14)
and
Rkl(n; r) =
(
k
n
)3/2
Rkl
(
k
n
r
)
,
and Rnl(r) stands for the radial part of the standard
wave function of the non-relativistic Coulomb problem
(see, e.g., [36]).
An evaluation of the relativistic corrections to the
Hamiltonian (5) and (7) involves various differentiations
and we consider them in the Appendix. The Laplacian of
the Uehling potential is considered in App. A, the differ-
entiation of the Green function in Sturmian representa-
tion is discussed in App. B and the differentiation proce-
dure applied to the Green function with r>,< is summa-
rized in App. C. Such a special treatment of derivatives
allows us to simplify the evaluation. The final results
for relativistic non-recoil and recoil eVP contributions in
order α2(Zα)4m for the low-lying states in muonic hy-
drogen are summarized in Tables II and III.
As for the other light muonic atoms, our results in or-
der α2(Zα)4m and α2(Zα)4mrc
2(mr/M) are presented
in Tables IV and V.
Atom ∆E(nlj)
1s 2s 2p1/2 2p3/2
µH −1.07 −0.171 −0.0338 −0.003 70
µD −1.13 −0.180 −0.0370 −0.004 15
µ3He −2.21 −0.347 −0.113 −0.0163
µ4He −2.22 −0.350 −0.115 −0.0165
TABLE IV: Relativistic eVP corrections (Fig. 5) for the low-
lying levels in muonic hydrogen in the external field approx-
imation. The result is for the Schro¨dinger problem with the
reduced mass. The units are (α/pi)2 (Zα)4mrc
2.
We have performed our calculations applying two dif-
ferent representations of the reduced Coulomb Green
function described above. The calculations were done
also with and without the trick with the operator p4,
considered in the Appendix (Sect. C). Calculations with-
out the trick are possible but require more time and are
less accurate. All the results are consistent.
6Atom ∆E(nlj)
1s 2s 2p1/2 2p3/2
µH 1.05 0.176 0.005 01 0.001 97
µD 1.13 0.191 0.004 53 0.002 78
µ3He 1.39 0.276 0.008 96 0.005 44
µ4He 1.40 0.280 0.008 52 0.005 81
TABLE V: Relativistic recoil corrections in order
α2(Zα)4mrc
2 (Fig. 5) for the low-lying levels in muonic
hydrogen. The units are (α/pi)2 (Zα)4mrc
2(mr/M).
The evaluation based on the Breit-type approach al-
lows to obtain recoil effects in order α2(Zα)4m exactly
in m/M , and we have done here such a calculation. How-
ever, we have also performed another evaluation, apply-
ing an alternative technique, which allows terms linear
in mr/M only. The details will be published elsewhere
[48]. The results obtained within these two approaches
are consistent. We thus consider our results on the rela-
tivistic recoil two-loop corrections as well established.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Indeed, the most interesting are not the shifts of energy
of any level by itself, but rather two intervals, namely,
the Lamb-shift (2p1/2 − 2s1/2) and the fine-structure
(2p3/2 − 2p1/2) intervals. The results for the two-loop
eVP contributions (including the previously known lead-
ing term of order α2(Zα)2m [10]) are summarized in Ta-
bles VI and VII.
The results for different muonic atoms are obtained by
the same method, however, following [49, 50] the so-called
Zitterbewegung term is not included for the muonic deu-
terium and helium-4 ion (cf. [25, 26]).
∆E(2p1/2 − 2s1/2) [meV]
Atom µH µD µ3He µ4He
α2(Zα)2m 1.658 85 1.838 04 13.0843 13.2769
α2(Zα)4m∗ 0.000 199 0.000 218 0.005 82 0.005 90
α2(Zα)4m
(recoil)∗ −0.000 0251 −0.000 0131 −0.000 242 −0.000 174
Total 1.659 02 1.838 24 13.0899 13.2826
TABLE VI: The second-order eVP contributions to the Lamb
shift 2p1/2−2s1/2 in light muonic atoms. The units are meV.
The results marked with asterisk are obtained in this paper.
We note that the recoil effects in order α2(Zα)4m are
very small for the fine structure. That is because the
correction, linear in m/M , vanishes (cf. [23, 51]) and the
remaining term is of order of (m/M)2.
∆E(2p3/2 − 2p1/2) [meV]
Atom µH µD µ3He µ4He
α2(Zα)2m 0 0 0 0
α2(Zα)4m∗ 0.000 0438 0.000 0502 0.002 42 0.002 47
α2(Zα)4m
(recoil)∗ −4.5 · 10−7 −1.4 · 10−7 −3.2 · 10−6 −1.9 · 10−6
Total 0.000 0433 0.000 0501 0.002 42 0.002 47
TABLE VII: The second-order eVP contributions to the fine-
structure interval 2p3/2 − 2p1/2 in light muonic atoms. The
units are meV. The results marked with asterisk are obtained
in this paper
It is interesting to compare the obtained above two-
loop eVP relativistic contributions with other contribu-
tions of the same order, i.e. of order α2(Zα)4m. To
conclude let us briefly overview such contributions.
Indeed, first of all there are rescaled contributions of
the electronic Lamb shift which are well known (see, e.g.,
[4, 13, 14]). Additional specific contributions to the Lamb
shift in muonic atoms in order α2(Zα)4m are presented
in Fig. 6.
As we mention in the introduction, one may also
consider radiative corrections to the block of the light-
by-light scattering, which modify the Wichmann-Kroll
potential, and various Uehling corrections to the lead-
ing Wichmann-Kroll contribution. Since the leading
Wichmann-Kroll contributions is very small and the
uncertainty of the complete light-by-light scattering-
scattering contribution is not small, we expect that the α
corrections to the leading Wichmann-Kroll contribution
are negligible and below that uncertainty. The related
diagrams are not presented in Fig. 6. All the others are.
They are split into several classes.
We remind that there are non-specific contributions
of order α(Zα)4m which are obtained by the rescaling
[4, 13, 14]. Meantime certain corrections to them with
an additional factor of α are already specific. The typical
diagrams are depicted in Fig. 6a and b.
The b-type contributions are due to Uehling corrections
to the contribution of the muon VP. A similar contribu-
tion comes from the Uehling correction to the hadronic
vacuum polarization contribution (see Fig. 6c).
We note that rescaling should include a substitution of
the mass (electron → muon), but it keeps the same ex-
pression in terms of α and Zα. Technically, that means
that we keep the same expressions for the radiative cor-
rections and in particular for the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon. The effects which contribute to the
difference in the values of the anomalous magnetic mo-
ments, ae and aµ, should be considered separately. The
contributions to aµ − ae appear in order α2 and most
important of them are due to electronic or hadronic VP
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FIG. 6: Diagrams for various classes of specific corrections,
contributing at order α2(Zα)4m. h stands for hadronic vac-
uum polarization
(on various contributions to the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of muon see [52, 53]. The characteristic diagrams
are presented in Fig. 6d and e. Those diagrams are also
responsible for a specific contribution to the slope of the
Dirac form factor in order α2 and thus for the related
contribution to the Lamb shift.
The related contributions are summarized in Ta-
bles VIII and IX. Most of the contributions have been
known before.
The type-a contributions to the Lamb shift and fine
structure were considered in [54]. The b contributions
were found in [55] (see also [13]) and [9] (see also [6, 17,
39]).
∆E(2p1/2 − 2s1/2) [µeV]
Atom µH µD µ3He µ4He
(a) −2.54 −3.06 −62.69 −64.62
(b) 0.128 0.154∗ 3.83∗ 3.95∗
(c) 0.081(8)∗ 0.097(10)∗ 2.4(2)∗ 2.5(2)∗
(d) −1.52 −1.77∗ −29.92∗ −30.73∗
(e) −0.020(2)5∗ −0.024(2)∗ −0.40(4)∗ −0.41(4)∗
eVP2 0.173∗ 0.203∗ 5.58∗ 5.72∗
Total −3.70(2) −4.40(2) −81.2(2) −83.6(2)
TABLE VIII: Various α2(Zα)4mµ contributions the the Lamb
shift (2p1/2−2s1/2) in light muonic atoms. The units are µeV.
Notation follows Fig. 6. The eVP2 term is the correction of
order α2(Zα)4m of Table VI. The results marked with asterisk
are obtained in this paper
∆E(2p3/2 − 2p1/2) [µeV]
Atom µH µD µ3He µ4He
(a) 0.0105 0.0127 0.606 0.624
(d)∗ 0.0893 0.0991 1.64 1.67
(e)∗ 0.0010(1) 0.0012(1) 0.019(2) 0.020(2)
eVP2∗ 0.0433 0.0501 2.42 2.47
Total 0.144 0.164 4.69 4.78
TABLE IX: Various α2(Zα)4m contributions to the fine-
structure interval 2p3/2 − 2p1/2 in light muonic atoms. The
units are µeV. Notation follows Fig. 6. The eVP2 term is
the correction of order α2(Zα)4m of Table VII. The results
marked with asterisk are obtained in this paper.
The contribution, which involves the hadronic vacuum
polarization in the Coulomb photon, (Fig. 6c) is calcu-
lated in this paper. In particular, we found
∆E(2s, µH) =
α
pi
3.2248...∆E
(0)
hadr(2s, µH) ,
where ∆E
(0)
hadr(µH) is the leading hadronic contribution,
considered in the appendix (Sect. D).
The contributions d and e are considered for muonic
hydrogen in [10, 13, 56, 57]. In particular, there is a result
of [60] for the e contributions. We have recalculated it
and our result is different from that in [60]. The details of
our calculations as well as a comparison with the earlier
result is presented in Appendix E.
The corrections in Tables VIII and IX are leading
non-relativistic corrections in Zα the corresponding or-
der. They are calculated by means of the non-relativistic
atomic physics, i.e. the related wave functions and
Coulomb Green functions are non-relativistic. That
means that all recoil effects are covered by the reduced
8mass. We note, that the internal integration of the radia-
tive loops for the anomalous magnetic moment and the
slope of the Dirac form factor are relativistic. In princi-
ple, additionally to those diagrams one has to take into
account diagrams similar to those in Fig. 6a, d and e
which are radiative corrections to the nuclear line. How-
ever, they are incorporated into the proton form factors
and should be considered separately.
The complete result of the α2(Zα)4m (see Table VIII)
is comparable with the theoretical and experimental un-
certainty for the Lamb shift in muonic hydrogen [1] and
has to be taken into account.
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Appendix A: Differentiation of the Uehling potential
Calculation of the Laplacian of the Uehling and Ka¨llen-
Sabry potentials involves singularities and may cost cer-
tain troubles.
Following [10, 39, 58], we apply the identity
∇2V (r) =
∞∫
0
dvρ(v)
(
4piδ3(r)− λ
2
r
e−λr
)
.
Appendix B: Differentiation for Sturmian basis
functions
While calculating the third order of the NRPT (1)
we have to deal with Ψnlmp
4G˜, G˜p4G˜, ΨnlmAp
2G˜, and
G˜Ap2G˜, where Ψnlm is the hydrogen wave function and
A is an operator, diagonal in coordinate space. All these
expressions require only a calculation of p2G˜ in closed
form, since for p4 we can consider one p2 as acting on
the right, while the other as acting on the left.
Differentiation of the Coulomb wave function is obvi-
ous
p2Ψnlm(r) = 2mr
(
Zα
r
+ En
)
Ψnlm(r) . (B1)
A Sturmian basis function
Φklm(n, r) = Rkl(n; r)Ylm(Ω) ,
is a solution of the related Sturm-Liouville problem, dif-
ferential equation for which can be rewritten as
p2Φklm(n, r) = 2mr
(
k
n
Zα
r
+ En
)
Φklm(n, r) . (B2)
These identities allow to carry out any differentiation of
the Green function, presented in terms of the Sturmian
basis (14), required for the calculation in the third order
of NRPT.
Appendix C: Differentiation of the Green function
(11)
The representation of the Green function (11) in terms
of r> and r< has certain advantages, however its differ-
entiation is somewhat complicated. To avoid it we used
a trick described below. It may be applied to any repre-
sentation of the Green function.
First we note that the NRPT expression (1) was previ-
ously applied in a certain order of the expansion. Having
in mind a calculation of operator p4/m3r, we consider now
not a single term of the required order (α2), but the sum
of all the terms up the second order in α. The sum of all
the terms, which include p4/m3r, is
∆E4 = 〈Ψnl| p
4
m3r
|Ψnl〉
+ 〈Ψnl| p
4
m3r
G′nl VU |Ψnl〉+ 〈Ψnl|VU G′nl
p4
m3r
|Ψnl〉
+ 〈Ψnl| p
4
m3r
G′nl VU G
′
nl VU |Ψnl〉
− 〈Ψnl|VU |Ψnl〉 · 〈Ψnl| p
4
m3r
G′nlG
′
nl VU |Ψnl〉
+ 〈Ψnl|VU G′nl VU G′nl
p4
m3r
|Ψnl〉
− 〈Ψnl|VU |Ψnl〉 · 〈Ψnl|VU G′nlG′nl
p4
m3r
|Ψnl〉
+ 〈Ψnl|VU G′nl
p4
m3r
G′nl VU |Ψnl〉
− 〈Ψnl| p
4
m3r
|Ψnl〉 · 〈Ψnl|VU G′nlG′nl VU |Ψnl〉 . (C1)
To find ∆E4 one can consider a solution of the
Coulomb-Uehling problem(
p2
2mr
+ VC + VU
)
|ΨCUnl 〉 = ECU |ΨCUnl 〉 . (C2)
The energy and wave function can be presented in terms
of series
ECU = E
(0) + αE(1) + α2E(2) + . . . (C3)
and
ΨCUnl = Ψ
(0)
nl + αΨ
(1)
nl + α
2Ψ
(2)
nl + . . . . (C4)
Indeed, we can find ECU and Ψ
CU
nl only using a pertur-
bation theory with the related leading terms that are the
result of solving a pure Coulomb problem.
9Meantime, we note that ∆E4 has in these terms a sim-
ple form
∆E4 = 〈ΨCUnl |
p4
m3r
|ΨCUnl 〉 , (C5)
which after applying identity (C2) can we re-written as
∆E4 = 4〈ΨCUnl |
(ECU − VC − VU )2
mr
|ΨCUnl 〉 . (C6)
To obtain ∆E4 one still has to apply the perturba-
tive expressions for ECU and Ψ
CU
nl , however, the further
evaluation does not include any derivatives anymore.
A calculation of contributions of Ap2 can be done sim-
ilarly.
Appendix D: Leading contribution of the hadronic
vacuum polarization
In the leading order the hadronic vacuum polarization
contribution (see Fig. 7) is determined by the value of
polarizability at zero momentum transfer
Phadr(−k2)
−k4
∣∣∣∣
k2=0
= −
∫
∞
(2mpi)2
ds
ρhadr(s)
s
,
where the dispersion density function can be directly ob-
tained from experiment by measuring, e.g., the cross sec-
tion of e+e− annihilation into hadrons. The leading con-
tribution has roughly order α(Zα)4m, but it is addition-
ally suppressed by a factor 4m2µ/m
2
ρ. It was calculated
previously for a number of occasions [13] (see [59–61] for
details). Here we recalculate it.

h
FIG. 7: The leading hadronic VP contribution to the Lamb
shift
For the calculation we use a model of the dispersion
function applied in [62]. Indeed, we have to update pa-
rameters [63] for the hadronic resonances. Following [62],
we estimate the uncertainty at the level of few percents.
The result for the leading hadronic vacuum polarization
contribution for the ns state is
∆E
(0)
hadr(nl) = −0.169(16)
α
pi
(Zα)4
n3
m3r
m2µ
δl0 ,
which corresponds to 0.0106(11)meV for the 2p1/2−2s1/2
splitting in muonic hydrogen, which is consistent with the
previous calculations [59, 60].
The dominant contribution, which is roughly two
thirds of the total one, comes from the pion contribu-
tions, which is sufficiently described by the ρ-meson (see,
e.g. [64]). The situation is very similar to that for the
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of a muon and for the muonium hyperfine splitting.
If necessary, the leading term can be calculated with
accuracy comparable with that for the anomalous mag-
netic moment of muon (see, e.g., [53, 65]) or the muo-
nium hyperfine interval (see, e.g., [66]). That should pro-
vide uncertainty below 1%. However, to calculate higher-
order effects, related to diagrams in Fig. 6d and e, the
model considered here is sufficient.
Appendix E: Muon electric form factor with
insertion of the hadronic vacuum polarization
The insertion of the hadronic vacuum polarization into
the muon vertex (see Fig. 6e) on the mass shell affect both
Dirac (F1) and Pauli (F2) form factors. Those induce the
contributions to the energy. The former is determined by
the slope of the Dirac form factor ∂F1(q
2)/∂q2 at q = 0,
and the latter is determined by the value F2(0), which is
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
While we agree with [60] on the calculation of the F2
contribution, we do not agree on the F1 contribution.
Any vacuum polarization contribution into the slope can
be described by integrating the Dirac form factor with
a non-zero photon mass
√
s with a dispersion density
function. The slope is of the form (cf. (11.3.25) in [67])
∂q2F1(q
2)
∣∣∣∣
q2=0
=
α
2pi
1
m2
∫ 1
0
dz
(
1− z3
3D
+
(1− z)3(1− 4z + z2)
6D2
)
, (E1)
where
D = (1− z)2 + z s
m2
. (E2)
This expression does not agree with [60]. Actually in
each reference of [60] a different expression for the slope
is presented and our does not agree with any of them.
To check (E1) and alternative expressions from [60] we
performed several tests. First, we reproduced the well-
known infrared logarithm in the Dirac form factor with
s → 0. Only one of three expressions in [60] reproduced
it. Next, we considered a contribution of insertion of the
muon VP into the muon vertex. It is indeed well known
and we reproduced the known result [68] from (E1), but
not from the expressions in [60]. Our expression (E1) is
consistent with (11.3.25) in [67].
After those checks we calculated the contribution into
the slope of the Dirac form factor from diagrams in
Fig. 6e using the model of the hadronic VP density pre-
sented in Appendix D. Our result is presented in Ta-
ble VIII. It disagrees with results published in [60] as
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well as with those obtained by us from their expressions
for the slope of the Dirac form factor. We believe we
have performed a sufficient number of tests to rely on
our results.
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